Vinyl Retrofit Window
Installation Steps
From Aluminum-Frame Single Pane to
Milgard Tuscany Vinyl-Frame Dual Pane
DISCLAIMER
All windows are unique. Yours may be different from mine, but I think my instructions
for installing vinyl retrofit windows may be useful, in a general sense, to most
homeowners. All of the windows I replaced are horizontal sliders. The outer frames are
in good shape and do not leak. This makes them a good candidate for retrofit. I am not
affiliated with any company. The products I chose to use were the ones I considered
the best value for my application. My siding is T1-11 wood paneling. The new windows
I bought are for stucco exterior. However, they work just fine with the wood siding.
QUESTIONS? - If you want clarification or better quality pictures of any of these steps, or if you
have suggestions for this content, feel free to contact me at michael@preyerplanning.com
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SPECIAL NOTES ON MEASURING
There are plenty of instructions on how to measure for new retrofit windows,
so I don’t plan to discuss that here.
However, keep in mind that when placing retrofit windows inside existing
aluminum frames, you will lose a fair amount of glass area. To minimize that,
don’t be afraid to cut away the aluminum flanges that extend inside the
frames. It is very easy to do and I highly recommend it. If you are willing to
do that work, then be sure to measure accordingly so that you order the new
windows as large as possible.
IMPORTANT: Bedroom windows require legal “egress” requirements. You
can look that up on the internet. Your current bedroom windows may have
met that code when your house was built, but installing retrofit windows
inside the existing frames may not meet that code. In my case, I had to
completely cut the aluminum flanges flush to the exterior frame to fit as large
a window as possible into the existing frame. That allowed my retrofit
bedroom window to JUST barely meet egress code.
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NOTES ON PERMITS, BUILDING CODES & SPECIAL FIRE CODES
Most municipalities require you to obtain a permit even when replacing
windows in the same frames. However, the permit will probably be free
because of the “Homeowner’s Relief Act” that encourages homeowners to
make certain “green” and safety improvements.
Read your local codes. They will probably require the windows to be NFRC
(National Fenestration Rating Council) certified and meet minimum U-factor
and SHGC (Solar Heat Gain Coefficient). Most current vinyl window brands
and models far exceed the required minimums.
If you live in a high wild fire zone, as I do in Southern California, there are
additional codes that must be met. The windows must have the following:
• Fusion welded frame seams (all decent brand/model windows have this)
• Metal reinforced locking mechanism (all decent brand/model windows
have this)
• One of the two panes must be tempered glass (this will be an EXTRA
COST option)
If you are in a homeowner’s association, be sure to ask their permission.
They will probably be quite happy that you are upgrading your windows, but
they still want you to ask first.
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MATERIALS NEEDED
Exterior Grade Quality Sealant
• You will need approximately (2) to (3) 10-oz tubes of sealant per window
• If you need to paint the sealant, OSI Quad is highly recommended

• Pure silicone is best, but it must be “neutral cure” and preferably “low
modulus” (meaning that it can handle some movement of the seam)
• I chose Novagard’s Novaflex glazing and building sealant which is
recommended by many window manufacturers
• It can be very expensive (up to $12 a tube at some distributors), but I
found it online at www.1stwindows.com for $5.30 incl tax & shipping!

• Do NOT use a polyurethane sealant where there will be a lot of UV
exposure. Poly breaks down rapidly with UV.
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Interior Grade Quality Sealant
• Pick a good quality, paintable latex modified sealant – not the cheapest
• I chose DAP Alex Ultra 230 Premium Sealant with Microban
• Ultra 230 is durable (50-year), easily tooled and cleans up with water

Backer rod
• Multiple diameters, but ½” dia is most likely what you will use the most of
• It’s an extruded foam that can be pushed into cracks & cut with scissors
• It should be slightly larger in diameter than the crack you want to fill so
that it has to be forced into place with a bit of pressure to assure a tight fit
• Backer rod may have other names such as caulk-saver or poly foam rope
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• Isopropyl alcohol
• Numerous lint-free rags
• Medium grit sandpaper (approx 120 grit)
Interior Trim
• You can create fancy wood trim, or use just basic quarter-round wood trim
• If you have internal mount window blinds, wood takes up too much room
• Instead, use thin, extruded, vinyl trim with double-stick tape on it
• It comes in different colors of vinyl to match your vinyl window color
• This trim can be cut with scissors to fit any dimension
• Purchase it at any window supply store or either of the “big box” stores
• I used “Trim Quick” from Lowes: $10 each for 12-foot strips
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Tools Needed
• Electric drill
• (2) are preferable; put a drill bit in one and a screw bit in the other
• Drill bit set
• Extended length screw bit for driving screws through window frame
• Measuring tape
• Level (2-foot is OK, 4-foot is better for larger windows)
• Square (not mandatory, but nice to have)
• Hammer
• Chisel
• Pry bar
• 4” or 4-1/2” angle grinder and several metal cutting blades
• Sawzall with metal cutting blades
• (4) Long quick-adjust clamps (not mandatory, but nice to have)
• A large garbage can for throwing all the scrap into
• Propane or MAPP Gas torch (same as for soldering copper pipe fittings)
• Gloves (not mandatory, but a good idea for handling hot or broken glass)
• Sanding block, or small powered sander
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Prepare Each New Vinyl Window for Installation
• Prepare the new windows before removing each old aluminum window
• To make the new windows lighter and easier to install, remove the sliding
sash and the screen (slide to fully open, then lift up and pull out)
• If your new window frames do not come pre-drilled, drill the holes now
• NEVER drill any screw holes in the top frame or the bottom frame
• The side frame is dual wall: The screw head needs to be set against the
outer (exterior) wall
• If you will be using round screw hole covers, make sure to pick the correct
diameter drill bit for the inner wall of the frame so the screw hole covers
will fit properly
•

SEE NEXT PAGE FOR PHOTOS OF THESE STEPS

•
•
•

Drill the larger diameter, inner frame holes first
Do not drill these large diameter holes all the way through the outer frame
Drill one hole approximately 3-inches from each corner, then additional
holes approximately 16-inches apart down each side (or as directed per
window manufacture’s installation instructions)
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Here are photos of the larger
5/16” diameter holes drilled
near each corner and in the
center of each side frame

•

Through experimentation, I discovered it is best to
drill the holes close to the interior edge of the
frame so that the screws will pass into the wall
without going though the aluminum frame. That is
good for two reasons:
o You won’t have to pre-drill the aluminum frame
o The inner frame flange keeps the screw from
drifting or tilting outward and, therefore, helps
hold the window tight against the outside of the
aluminum frame
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•
•

•

Change to a smaller drill bit, about the same diameter as the screw
From inside the frame, drill through the center of the larger holes until the
smaller bit goes completely through the outer frame

Set the new vinyl window aside until old aluminum window frame is ready
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Remove the Old Aluminum Windows
• First, remove any internal window treatments such as blinds or shades
• Remove the sliding window (also known as a sliding sash)
• Remove the screen
• If you have wood molding/trim around the exterior of your window frames,
now is a good time to remove that

•

The exterior flange on your new vinyl windows will cover the portion of your
siding where the wood trim was removed
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•

Remove the beveled aluminum frame edging from the exterior
o It is very thin aluminum and pulls away easily
o Lift an edge up with a chisel or screwdriver, then just pull it off

•

Once the beveled aluminum is gone, the glass is still glued to the frame
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•

Remove the center vertical bar
o You can bash it out with a hammer, but the glass will probably break
o Most have screws in the top and bottom holding them in place
o You cannot simply unscrew them because the screw heads are hidden
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•

The best method is to cut the screws with a sawzall or angle grinder
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•
•

Even after the screws are cut, the glass will still be glued to the vertical
bar, so you will need to carefully tap and pull it away from the glass
If you are lucky, the glass won’t break

The black stuff along the edge
of the frame is very sticky glue
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•
•
•
•

Next, you need to remove the stationary pane of glass from the frame
You can always just smash it out, but I don’t recommend it
I found that if you heat the edges with a blow torch, the glue slowly lets go
I used a MAPP gas torch normally used for soldering copper pipe fittings
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•
•
•

Wear gloves to protect from hot glass and metal and possible broken glass
Use the torch to heat the glue all around the edge of the glass
Pull gently on the glass as you are heating the glue and the whole pane of
glass will eventually just peel away from the frame

•

Now you have an empty aluminum frame which you can start to prepare for
receiving the new vinyl window
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•
•

If the bottom, exterior side of your aluminum frame has a lip, like mine did,
you have to cut that off or your window will not sit flush when installed
I used an angle grinder with a metal cutting disk and it worked great
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•
•
•
•
•

If you intend to cut the tracks/flanges out of your frames, do that now
You can use either a sawzall or an angle grinder with a metal cutting wheel
I recommend the grinder because the sawzall vibrates the frame a lot and
has the potential to ruin the existing vapor barrier
In most cases, I did not remove all flanges flush to the frame, but I did have
one especially tall flange on each side that I removed
This picture shows the beginning of cutting that extra tall flange
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•
•

Once you’ve cut out as much track and flange as you want, it’s time to
measure your window to see if it will fit the new opening
Measure the height and width of the aluminum frame opening in a couple
of places
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•

Measure the height and width of the new vinyl frame insert in a couple of
places to verify that it will fit inside the aluminum frame you just prepared
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•

Test fit the new window into the prepared opening
• Do not use any caulk – this is just a temporary test
• Lift the window into place from the outside, use help if necessary
• Set the bottom in place first to take the weight off, then rotate into place
• I borrowed the photo below from “TheWindowStore.com”

•

If the window slides easily into place, remove it and prepare for the
permanent installation
If it sticks, make note of where it sticks, then remove it and cut away
more metal from the aluminum frame at the marked location

•
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•
•
•

•

The bottom frame of your new vinyl window needs to be supported all the
way across
If the existing aluminum frame has a level flange across the bottom that
your new window can sit on, then you can just use that
If not, then you need to cut a long, level shim that will sit on the bottom of
the aluminum frame and fully support the bottom of your new vinyl frame

Maintain the proper clearance 2 places as shown at D1 & D2 above
• This diagram was borrowed from “TheWindowStore.com”
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Final Installation
• Before applying caulk to the exterior surface of the aluminum frame, you
need to prepare it so that the caulk will permanently stick without leaking
• Use a knife or utility blade to remove any old paint or caulk
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•
•

Use a wire brush on a drill motor to remove dirt particles
Wear a mask to protect from metal particles or possible lead contamination
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•

Use sandpaper or a small sander to buff the surface
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•

•

You end up with a really nice,
clean surface with a little bit of
roughness that is perfect for the
caulk to bond to
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Use isopropyl alcohol on a rag to
remove final dirt and debris – it is
an excellent cleaner that dries
rapidly without any residue

•
•
•

Apply caulk only when you are immediately ready to install the window
Run a very generous bead of caulk all around the aluminum frame
The bead should be continuous and unbroken except for weep-holes at
the bottom left and right side of the frame
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•
•
•
•
•

IMMEDIATELY install the new vinyl window into the aluminum frame
Set it in place exactly as you practiced it during your test fit
Use a helper if necessary
Push the new window very firmly against the caulk on the old frame
I used the option of placing a few large clamps where I could
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•
•

You can’t get clamps on the fixed pane side, but every little bit helps
This ensures your window won’t fall out, and it really pulls into the caulk
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•
•
•
•
•

With the new window held tightly in place, drive the screws through the
holes you previously drilled inside the frames
Do NOT over-tighten these screws! It will warp the frame!
The only purpose of the screws is to hold the window secure and square
Earlier in this presentation, I had you drill holes close to the inner edge
of the frame. This is how they look inside. They still go deeply into the
wood frame under the drywall
It ensures that the window is held tightly against the outside frame
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•
•

Here is a picture showing all (3) screws on one side of the frame
They will be covered by the inner molding so nobody will ever see them

•
•

Use a level, tape measure (and square – optional) to make sure that top
and bottom are level and both sides are perfectly vertical
Adjust the screws as needed while the caulk is still wet
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•
•

Remove the clamps, then stand back and admire your handy work!
You aren’t done yet, but it sure is a great sense of accomplishment,
especially if you see before and after windows side-by-side, like this:
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Finish the Exterior
• You need to apply another bead of caulk around the exterior perimeter of the
windows for two reasons:
• It makes them look better by giving them a smooth finished edge
• It provides a second layer of defense against water and air leaks
• Unless you are a pro at caulking (I’m not), I highly recommend that you apply
blue masking tape around both the window frame and the siding, like this:
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•
•
•
•

If your new window frame is fairly tight to the side of the house (less than ¼”
gap), you do not need to back-fill the gap with “backer rod”
If the gap is wider than ¼”, fill it with the correct diameter of backer rod
• This saves a lot of money in caulk and provides a stronger caulk bond
Push the backer rod into the gap with your fingers or a soft tool (don’t tear it)
Don’t push it in too far, only about ¼” beyond the outer edge of the window

NOTE: Don’t put any
backer rod directly
under the weep hole
areas at the bottom
corners
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•
•
•
•

Caulk all around the window EXCEPT a short distance on each side of the
bottom flange to allow for the weep hole underneath
Push the caulk firmly into the seam with your finger or a caulk tool
IMPORTANT: Remove the tape immediately while the caulk is still soft!
Congratulations! The outside of your window is totally complete!
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Finish the Interior
• You will have gaps all around the new windows between the casings and the
window frame
• You need to fill these gaps with an insulating material before adding finish trim
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•
•
•

•
•

There are a number of methods to fill these gaps:
None of them block water – they are only for air insulation
My favorite is large diameter backer rod finished off with quality interior caulk
• I like this because it is easy, inexpensive and very effective!

Another method is to fill it with pink insulation – a fine option
Some people recommend low expansion foam – I DO NOT!
• It is expensive
• It is a mess and sticks to everything!
• When it’s finally done expanding, you have to cut off the excess without
damaging any of the surrounding surfaces
• Theoretically, it can also push your vinyl frames out of square and may
even void your window warranty (each window company is different)
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Use a backer rod diameter
slightly larger than the width
of the gap
Push the backer rod all the
way to the back of the gap

Cut the corners with scissors
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•
•
•
•
•

Once the gaps are filled, you need to cover the filler with finish trim
Some people use quarter-round molding painted to match – simple & effective
Others have completely custom interior wood casings fabricated
Since I have interior-hung blinds, I want as much room as possible
I chose to use vinyl strips made for just that purpose with double-stick tape
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•

Wipe down the surface of the vinyl frame with isopropyl alcohol to clean it

•

Test fit and mark lengths needed
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•

Use scissors to cut the strips to any length you need

•

Peel off protective backing from adhesive strip
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•

Press firmly into place

•
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When all four sides are done,
there will be a bit of “gaposis”
showing around the edges. This
is easy to fix – see next page.

•
•

Cut a VERY small tip on the tube of caulk
Apply a tiny bead all around the perimeter of the new vinyl strip
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•
•

With a dampened finger, very gently smooth the small bead of caulk
You will end up with a perfect edge without any gaps that looks great!
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•

With the blinds back in place, you can’t tell the window was ever changed

CONGRATULATIONS! You are now a pro at this!
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